Rewind

By Lost Night

WARNING: This story is fiction and should be treated as such. The following story is for the entertainment of ADULTS ONLY and contains descriptions of explicit sex. If you are not a adult or reading sex stories upsets you DO NOT read any further. If it is illegal in your location DO NOT read.

Hi my name is Lucy and I'm a cousin of Cleo. I'm 18 years old and have black hair, green eyes and my stats are 32G-24-34. I'm currently enjoying life without any sort of aim or purpose in a career and will try anything in ways of jobs or training. As I'm still trying to decide what I want to do in life, but aim to have fun no matter what I end up doing. On the way I expect to have many adventures and experiences. My  father always made me work for any extra money I wanted. Most of the time this would mean me getting part time or temp work. There was a big college event coming up that I needed a fair bit of money for. So this meant me getting a job, which I'd done at DVD rental shop in the centre of the local concil estate.

I'd been working for a few days there now and was totally confident in the job now. I'd got used to the whole computer system, DVD filing and till. The shop had racks of vidoes from the door right up to the counter towards the back of the shop. Next to the counter section was a curtained off archway that lead to a room full of adult DVD's. This had a racks only round the walls and was a open space in the middle. Maybe because there wasn't as much call for these so wasn't as many. Anyway as I'd grown in confidence, so had the owner in giving me more responsibility to be left alone in the shop. Today so much so that I was to open up the shop and close it by myself for the evening opening hours. So I'd be alone for the whole 6 hours and the only thing I was to do was call the owner if I had any serious problems.

For this day I thought I'd better dress up in something extra smart, but I also realised I'd need to keep a casual look too. It also could be either warm or drafty in the shop, so I had to dress to cope with either of these situations. Whichever one of them it would be toinght. To keep cool if it was hot I thought the best thing to do was wear some underwear that would be cool if need be. So I looked through my normal underwear and nothing would suit really. Then I remembered the new cotton thongs I'd bought last weekend. This one was a light grey one that would go well with one of my bra's. So now I needed something to wear that would keep me warm if it was drafty or cool if it was hot. I looked at my clothes for ages and just didn't know what would be good. My eyes had somehow come to rest on a short sleaved jumper dress I'd not worn for some time. It was a light blue colour and would most likely be perfect for the job. As it could be both warm if needed or cool and time was very close now to me setting off.

So I'd decided it was going to be that and I put it on. It had been a while though and if felt a little tighter than last time and shorter too as I'd grown since in height and body. It fitted though as a sort of mini dress. It did have one problem though, no matter what I did it didn't look right with my bra. I'd only got a matter of minutes now to me going and I still had to do my hair, do a bit of make up and select some foot wear. At the moment I undid the bra and pulled it out one of the sleaves. This meant I was braless and suddenly everthing looked right in the mirror. Question was would I dare go out without a bra on for the first time since I'd put on my first training bra. I saw the time on the clock next to my mirror. I needed to be going now. So time really made the choice for me and I just picked up a wide black leather belt with a big buckle on it and put it loosely round my waist. Did my hair into a pony tail as it was quick and easy and grabbed my black thigh length suede boots and put them on.

Out the door and walking a bit quicker than I normally would to make up the time I'd lost. The soft wool of the jumper dress felt good against my skin as I walked along. I made it to the shop just on time and opened up as the phone started to ring. It was the owner just checking to see if I was there really and to remind me that if I wanted anything to call him. He said that he would call me later to check I was alright and would see me tomorrow if I didn't needed nothing. Halfway into the night at 7 o'clock and it had been a very quiet Wednesday night. I'd watched a film as I'd only had a few customers into the shop some romantic thing that now had me in some daydream. Thinking about some hunky rich prince coming and whisking me off to some sunkissed place or other. The door went and in came two of the old men that came in most nights it seemed. Most of the time they would slowly browse the shelves till they reached the curtain to the adult section and then go in there.

They had gone true to form and was now up to the curtain and at the side of the counter. Which meant they got a good look of me as one of them unusually turned and asked me a question on one of the DVD's. I moved foward towards them and my braless tits bounced as I did in the slightly high heels I had on. Which I not noticed even now. My sight was firmly fixed on the DVD he was holding out and not seen them checking out my body and bouncing tits. Neither the fact that the soft tickling wool of the jumper dress aroused my nipples to make them poke out a little. As I reached them he asked the question about it again. Luckly I'd seen the DVD he was holding and told him it wasn't the one he thought it was. So he put it back and his mate smiled at me as I watch both of them slip through the curtain. This was really the first time I really looked at them too. One looked about 60 and the other slightly older at guessing. Both was dressed in jeans, shirts and cheap training shoes as it was a warmish night after all.

For some time they was in the back till one of them popped his head round the curtain and asked if I had a ladder, as they couldn't reach a DVD they wanted to look at. There was a ladder but it wasn't very safe and I thought I'd better not let a customer climb it. Just in case they fell off. So I told him to wait a minute and he watched me walk down the shop and put the lock on the door as I was going to have to go in the back myself to help them. His eyes never left me as I walked back up the shop either. But I'd still didn't notice as I slightly bent to pick up the ladder and went through the curtain with him. I'd not really been in the back that often. In fact I think this was only the third time and never with anyone else in it. So didn't realise how compact it was with more than one person in it. Anyway I asked him which DVD it was he wanted to look at and he pointed to one right at the very top. Which meant me climbing right up to the top of the little ladder.

Soon as I set the ladder down the man noticed it wasn't very sturdy and offered to hold it steady for me. It was very kind of him and I thanked him as I took me first step up onto the ladder. As I did the jumper dress inched up a little but nothing that made me pull it back down. I got to the top of the ladder and stretched to reach the DVD he wanted and the ladder wobbled some as I did. The other guy at this who'd not spoken at all quickly reached forward to hold me as I looked like falling off. His hands landed on either side of my hips making the dress raise a little higher still. I never knew that this now meant the man holding the ladder could now see up my dress and my cotton thong going between the cheeks of my ass. I also now felt the hot breath of the man holding me on the flesh of my thighs exposed between the top of my boots and the bottom of my dress. Which wasn't now that far from my pussy really.

Just as I got hold the DVD the ladder went from under me. But they manged between them to catch me and I slipped slowly down to the floor between their bodies. This made the dress go to my belt and exposing my near naked ass to them and just my pussy clad only in the now tight stretched thong. Without me noticing I said to the guy behind me "is this the one you wanted" as I held up the DVD and added "thanks you both for catching me" as I stood between them like the middle of a sandwich. Something at this point seemed to wake in me too as I felt the guy's behind me cock press against the crack of my ass. My tit too was been crushed into the soft wool and chest of the guy in front of me as room was limited it seemed even more in here now. The guy behind me was saying "yes that's the one we wanted, it's about a shop assistant getting fucked by two guys hard cocks at the same time" and as he said this the guy who had said nothing leaned towards me and started to kiss me.

Stunned for a few seconds I stayed still then coming back to myself pulled my head back and said "no please stop" but was unable to move. If anything they both moved in and the guys cock was really pressing into my ass and felt real hard. The guy in front of me was now blowing on my ear and his hand was moving down my stomach. That feeling inside me was getting stronger and it was becoming hard to resist them. But with one last effort I tried to move away from them with no success as they seemed to have me firmly pinned in between them. Now too the guy behind me had his hands caressing my ass as well as was sort of rubbing his cock up and down the crack of my ass. The other had reached down to my pussy mound and was slowly rubbing it, each time going that little lower. At this time to he decided to lean in and kiss me again. This time I didn't have a chance as I was now melting to them and responded back. It was as I raised my arms and put them round the guy in front of me that I noticed I still had the DVD in my hand. As I looked at the back cover that was facing me, there was a picture of a woman on top of one guy with another guys cock in her mouth. This burned into my brian and felt I wanted the same.

Even now as the guy in fronts hand was now rubbing my pussy, I'd not realised my dress was up at my waist. In fact it was going higher as the guy behind me was pulling it up. At this very point it was just below the bottom of my tits. There was a mass surge through my body with the guy rubbing at my pussy and then the wool slipping over my nipples as the dress was taken over my breasts exposing them to them. But they didn't stop there as my arms was raised and the dress pulled right up them and off me completely. At some point too my belt was undone and dropped to the floor. All I was left wearing sandwiched between them now was my thong and thigh length boots. Just then I heard the guy behind me say "told you she wasn't wearing a bra, the erect poking nipples gave it away" and for the first time I heard the guy in front speak by answering "and I told you we'd have that dress off her to find out if she was or wasn't" and raised his other hand to one of my tits.

They must have thought it was to cramped in here now and knew that I was theirs now that they start to guide me through the curtain back into the shop. The shop was still fairly brightly lit by the setting suns light coming through the windows at the end of the shop. They guided me to in front of the counter where there was a fair bit of space. I stood with my back against the counter looking down the shop and not thinking about the fact there was nothing obstructing the view from the door to me. So if anyone looked in they would see me stood there with these two men in only my boots and thong. Which must have had a wet patch on it as one said "look at her knickers they are soaked" and started to rub my pussy again. The other started to grope and kiss my tits. As I stood there getting really worked up and turned on they would talk about me as if I couldn't hear them "it sure is going to be fun fucking this dumb teen" said one "this body is perfect, bet she would do well as a glamour model or pornstar" spoke the other "well she going to have to act like a pornstar soon, as my cock is straining to fuck her wet holes" and he undid his fly as he said this.

They both had there cocks out now and was pushing me down to my knees between them. My legs instinctively opened as I went to my knees stretching my thong tight over my pussy. This showed just how big and wet a patch was on my thong was. Also it showed the crease of my pussy lips as the thong had been sucked and stuck to them. The one who'd been quiet first off told me "open your mouth and take my cock in it and suck it honey" and as I did the other said "can't believe how dumb and easy this girl is" the other replied "bet we could get her to do this tomorrow as well" and I heard a little laugh come from them both. While they continued to talk about me, I was in a sort of trance and working on one cock and then turning my head to work on the other as they did. Every so often while I did this one would reach down and grope and play with one of my tits or nipples.

Unbelievably soon I said to them my first words since my protest at the begining of all this and I was shocked what I said "please will you fuck me now, I really need to feel you both inside of me" and they knew I was ready. It took them no time at all to raise me to my feet and peel down my thong to reveal my freshly trimmed triangle, wet pussy to them. So all I was left wearing now was my thigh length suede boots and still facing the glass door at the other end of the shop. I was turned round to face the counter and my hips and ass pulled back a bit as my legs was opened slightly too. Just now the phone rang and somehow without thinking I picked it up and said "hello" as if nothing was happening. On the other end I heard the owners voice of the shop just as one of the guys started to enter my pussy. I couldn't help it as I let out a moan of pleasure as it forced open my pussy lips and started to push into my wet pussy. After this I couldn't say a thing and all I remember is hearing the dail tone on the phone after and putting it back down.

They took a couple of turns fucking me bent over the counter as I moaned through it all. Next one was laid on the floor and I stradled him immediately and the other stood in front of me and I took his cock into my mouth again. So I was sucking it as I fucked the other one. Just like on the DVD cover earlier. Again they took turns in this while I was facing the door. Soon I was begging for the other guy to fuck my ass as his mate fucked my pussy I was that far gone into a lust driven state with this strange force that took over me at these times. The guy must have thought I might change my mind and was behind me and pushing his cock into my ass hole in seconds. It felt so good having two cocks in me again at the same time. So much so that I orgasmed before they even started to fuck me like this. Once I'd cameback from my orgasm they started to fuck me in a sitting up position as I heard one say "lets give anyone passing a show of this big titted sluts tits and show them how much she likes to be fucked by two men" and started to fuck me.

I don't know if they'd done this before or even how many teenagers they had fucked in the last few years. But they sure was giving me a good fucking. My brain was totally switched off as I was fucking two complete strangers in a shop that anyone could look into and see me taking both their cocks at the same time without even telling me what I was doing was wrong. My body or should that be the feeling that had grown in me had control of me now. I even orgasmed again as they shot their cum in my pussy and ass. Yes I let these two complete strangers cum in me and loved it, having both my pussy and ass filled with cum. One kissed me after they had put there cocks away and went behind the counter for a minute or so as the other one kissed me and groped my tit again. With me still sat on the floor leaning against the counter I watched them walk down the shop and out the door.

It took me a little while to get up and put on my knickers which was still wet. Then I went through the curtain and put on my dress and belt and cameback into the shop. As I went back behind the counter I put my hair back into a pony tail. This is the point I saw my mobilephone open on the counter. I don't remember using it so why was it open. It was past 9 o'clock too and I thought I'd done enough today and closed the shop after calling a taxi to take me home. Which came almost in a instant and soon I was home and having a long soak in the bath. After which I looked at my new thong before I clean it with a stain of my pussy juice still on it and couldn't help smiling at it with a warm feeling in me. Then tired I got in bed and dreamed a funny dream.

Next day I felt that strange feeling all day in a way. I was also working again tonight in the DVD shop and thought nothing of what had happened last night. No one was home as I was to get ready to go to work and so no one see how I dressed. For the second night running I decided to go braless and just wear a low cut tight white cop top t-shirt that came to above my belly button. As this supported my tits as much as a bra would. Plus it didn't look right with one on anyway. Then I put on another pair of thong knickers from the set, white this time. on top of these I put on a really tight pair of very short thin white cotton shorts. Then got out those really high white leather high heel shoes my cousin Cleo had given me as a 18th birthday present. Today I wore my hair down and brushed out. It was really warm today and this is why I decided to dress like this to keep cool at what could be a very warm shop.

As I walked to work I got a few wolf whistles from some men as I pasted and just blushed and walked on. These high heels wasn't as easy to walk in either and made my tits bounce some as I walked. As I entered the shop the owner was there and didn't look too happy. When he saw me he said "did anyone come in last night Lucy, I know Wednesday's are slow but you didn't even take 25 pounds" and looked back down at the till "I did come by but you looked busy then" he added. Just then my message alert went off on my mobilephone and I got it out to look at it. The number was withheld so I didn't know where it came from and all it said was same again please tonight. What did that mean I wondered as I squeezed past the owner to go behind the counter. As I did I felt  lump brush my ass and felt something stir within me. I just started to do my work though as it was quite busy early on. Every so often though my boss would squeeze passed me and the lump would brush my ass. Keeping that feeling within me going.

Quite a few times through the night men had me bending to get things either in front of them or make me turn round and bend over. It stayed busy for some hours and I was getting a bit of a sweat on. There wasn't too long left till we closed now and the owner said he was just popping out for a bit to get something to eat as it had quietend down now. No sooner had he gone than the two men from last night came in. They acted no different to any other night as they came up the shop looking at DVD's. I decided now would be a good time to put back some the cases on the shelves as they was only them two in the shop. Also it would keep me from thinking about what happened last night with them. So as I concentrated on what I was doing I never saw them split up and come on to the same asile as me. Except at either ends of it.

If I had been paying attention to them. I would have noticed too that they wasn't looking at DVD's now and was instead watching me and my every move. They was working on trapping me while in the most easy position to take advantage of me. My mistake was thinking they had done their usual and worked their way up the shop and behind the curtain. No instead they was slowly coming down the asile closing in on me. Just as I reached up and stretched to put a case back on the top shelf on my tip toes they took their chance. Quickly they both lunged forward and grabbed me. One grabbed my arms and pulled them down behind my back holding them. The other grabbed me so I didn't fall over. Instantly the guy behind me was kissing my neck and groping one tit through the t-shirt saying "fucking hell she braless again, she sure is a dumb one" and squeezed my tit hard. The other was now in front of me and kissing me deep while also rubbing my pussy through my shorts and knickers.

Stunned by the surprise attack it took me a few seconds to realise what had happened. Immediately I'd got my wits back I tried to break free from them. While also the attention I got had caused that feeling in me to start again. But I was still in control of myself to continue to try to break free of them. As much as I tried to fight them off me and break free. They was as much determined I wasn't and they could fuck me again like a rewind of last night I think. In the fight my t-shirt must have been working up as just now my tits came falling out from under it. One of them spotted this straight away and had his mouth on my nipple without delay. This made that feeling stronger still within me. I was still not took over by it though and continued to tried to fight them off though and break free. While we fought though one had undone my button and zip on my shorts. His hand now darted inside them and under my thong down to my pussy.

As if someone had hit pause on a DVD I stopped fighting them as I froze at his touch on my pussy. His touch on my pussy to go with the mouth on my tit and nipple made that feeling rise too high as it took over me again. Immediately I became their willing participant and stopped fighting and let one kiss me as he now groped my tit as the other now started to rub my pussy and finger fuck me in my shorts and thong. My hands was guided to their cocks that was now poking through the fly of their jeans and started to stroke both of them at the same time. Stood there in the middle of the asile of two rows of DVD's either side of me as I faced the bottom end of the asile. A cock in each hand as one guy groped and kissed my exposed tit. While the other had my legs slightly apart with his hand in my shorts finger fucking me. My attention was entirely on this and nothing else. So I never heard the door go or see the owner come in and noticed me over in the asile with these two guys either side of me. I did even see him at the bottom of the asile we was in till I heard him say to me "this is not what I quite meant when I said be willing to the customers and take them in hand Lucy" as he saw me with these two guys.

What he hadn't told me was that after he phoned last night and basically got no sense out of me and heard my little moans, groans and screams he'd come to the shop. When he arrived he saw me through the door naked fucking these same two men on the floor in front of the counter. Today when he'd come to the shop this morning he'd contacted the two men and they set up a little plan to have a rerun or a rewind of last nights fun. This time though so he could join in too. So that is why his cock had been so hard all night and making sure it rubbed against me as I'd have to past him or him me. He'd been thinking of last night and getting to me himself tonight if their plan worked. Which at the moment had done so after some resistance at the start. As I was now still stood there letting both these guys grope and finger me even with the owner stood there in front of me watching.

The owner had already locked the door as he said "come on lets take her upstairs to the flat" and started off towards the door at the other side of the counter from the curtain. This had a staircase behind it which he'd told me went up to a flat which he used for storage he'd told me. As I was taken up there by the 3 of them I saw various boxes and some piles of DVD's once up there in the rooms with the doors open. But we walked towards a door that was closed. As we did my still exposed tits slightly bounced, jiggled and swayed with my motion in the high heels. I heard one say as we walked "all dressed in virgin white, pity it's all undone and going to be off in a minute" as he had his hands on my ass from behind guiding me. When the owner opened the door and we entered the room. I saw that there was only one thing in the room, a great big bed. Hearing him saying "I couldn't get it out the flat when I moved out, never knew I'd be using it again like this though" as he came over to me and kissed me.

His kiss was long, deep and hard as his tongue also entered my mouth. The other two men while he did this must have stripped off there clothes. As when we broke from kissing I saw them both naked as they moved in towards me. The owner started to undress also one of the men took hold of my top and pulled it up over my head and off my arms. The other man tugged hard at my shorts to start to get them to go down making my tits bounce again as he did. As they reached the floor I insinctively not only stepped out of them but also my shoes to, leaving me with just my thong on. My new thong that I was wearing for the first time. That would be the first and last time as the owner now naked came up to me and hooked his hand into the side of elastic of the thong. With one quick strong tug I heard my thong rip and felt it flop apart just before it fell down one leg to the floor. 

Still I'd not realised I was here now naked in a room with 3 men and all 3 of them was going to fuck me. I'd not even heard of a gangbang till The owner said "right lets get down to fucking and gangbanging this niave, dumb, big titted, great bodied, slut" and pushed me on to the bed. All of them climbed on to the bed too and straight away I was on my back with the owner spreading my legs as he pushed his cock into my wet pussy. The other 2 men was knelt either side of me and put my hands on the cocks. Last night might have been a lust driven fucking. Tonights though was going to teach me not always was sex a gentle act of pleasure. As the owner started to pound down into my pussy hard and deep with his cock. I was going to find out that rough sex or even rough gangbang would turn me on just as much. As the owner fucked me with such force I was sure I'd be bruised tomorrow. The other 2 guys roughly groped and pulled at my tits and nipples.

Like last night to they took turns in fucking me. This time in more positions as I was now knelt on all fours on the bed been fucked by my second cock of the night while sucking the owners cock that was in front of me. The first time the third cock entered me I was straddling him sucking the owner still and wanking the one who'd just been in my pussy. Soon the owner had me laid face down on the bed. This time though he was punding down into my ass with the same force he had my pussy. After a bit though he rolled on his back and pulled me with him so his cock was still in my ass. But I was now on top of him. One of the other then took this chance to enter my pussy. As the third knelt at the side of me, turned my head and started to fuck my mouth. I now had 3 cocks in me for the first time in my life. I must admit to it felt that good I orgasmed uncontrollably as they contined to abuse my body and me.

On and on they went changing positions and holes. Taking me one at a time, two at a time or all gangbanging me at once. They was fast and slow fucking me. Sometimes hard fucking me and others gently. I was never been given a second to rest though as I always had a cock fucking me. They came in or on me countless times as my pussy, ass, mouth, tits, ass, stomach, face and hair all had come in or on them. I must have orgasmed so much that at more than once I think I passed out. This didn't stop them though I think as when I cameback too I'd be getting fucked still by one, two or all three. Not once either with this unknown feeling in control of me did I think this was wrong or I shouldn't be doing this. I don't know what time it was when I realised that I was no longer been fucked. It was light outside though as daylight was now streaming in the curtainless window.

After a few moments it took me to take control of my mind and body. To finally win the battle to take control of me and think about getting out of there. All 3 of them was asleep as I manged to climb out from under their naked bodys. My own naked body was covered in dried cum and red marks from the bites, slaps and nips it had endured during all this. My hair must have been a complete mess with it stuck up all over and sticky and hard from the cum in it. All my brain was tell me though was to dress and get out of there as fast as I could. Quickly I threw on my shorts and t-shirt, even picked up my ruined thong and took it with me. Why I just don't know why. Even though I was exhursted I got out there quick as I could. But I did glance back at the bed looking at the 3 men as if trying to understand what I'd had just done and why. I don't know what time it was but there was a few people around going to work as I made my way home as fast as my exhursted body could. Praying no one would be up yet when I got home. As they would see the state I was in, the way I was dressed and worst of all the time I was coming home from what was supposed to be work only. So lucky I was though here as I just manged to get in clean myself up quietly a little and get into bed before I heard someone started to move around the house. The last thing I remember seeing was my clock saying 7am. They must have been fucking me for at least 10 hours.

When waking up I realised that I'd not collected my wages yesterday. Now the question was would I not only dare go back to work there. But if I didn't, would I at least go collect my wages?

More Soon
THE END.

